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UNITY 360

Unify your security
Based on Prelude SIEM and Vigilo NMS, the Unity360 solution allows you to unify
your security management with the availability management favoring NOC-SOC
convergence. In the same application you can combine the «Confidentiality-IntegrityAvailability» triptych. With Unity360 you optimize your acquisition, training and
operating costs while improving the overall efficiency of your monitoring. Unity360
tracks the entire security chain from the detection of an incident, whether accidental
or intentional, to the investigation and then its resolution to the resumption of activity.
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Real-time notification

Transversal analyzes

Long-term storage

> Administration, Defense, Finance,

Unity360 analyzes in real

Through
ergonomic
interfaces designed for
operation, the Analyze
module allows you to graph
all the data stored in Unity.
Configurable dashboards
allow you to mix alerts,
incidents, alarms and all
their attributes. It is also
possible to configure and
program technical and
functional reports.

All data from the information
system is stored and
indexed in a NoSQL BigData
architecture.
Advanced
search interfaces make
it possible to investigate
within traces, logs, netflows,
metrology, vulnerabilities,
for a unified vision of
security.

Energy, Transport

> France, England, Germany,
Morocco, Russia, USA

time all the events in your
information system. Unity
detects incidents, whether
they areconcern security or
availability. These alerts are
presented in a single portal
to facilitate the work of
operators. The Alert module
is based on the SNMP and
IDMEF standards.

UNITY 360

Convergence NOC - SOC
Unity360 is taking a major step forward in the process
of rationalizing the operating costs of information
systems. The current dichotomy between NOC and
SOC activities is an additional cost factor with a lower
efficiency.

While respecting everyone’s prerogatives and in
particular the CISO decision-making chain, Unity360
makes it possible to federate the activities of the
various operators and to unite the teams around a
common tool.In addition, the simplified sharing of
information between NOC and SOC is an important
factor in the overall efficiency of the operation.

Services
PLAN
Architecture specification
and conception, planning,
resources

TRAINING

RUN

DEPLOY
Assistance mode
or «turnkey» on the
deployment

Outsourced or remotely.
Alert tracking.
Reporting

SERENITY

EMERGENCY

Configuration and
operation training.

Assistance with handling
and configuration

Assistance in case of
incidents.

Transfer of skills.

Periodic review

Escalation

www.unity-360.com
contact.unity@c-s.fr

About CS
As prime contractor in the design, integration and operation of mission-critical systems, CS is present all long the value chain for its
customers. With a turnover of €170M and 2000 employees, CS is an established supplier acknoledged by its major customers thanks to
the expertise & commitment of its staff.
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